Adaptive sensor fault-tolerant control for a class of multi-input multi-output nonlinear systems: Adaptive first-order filter-based dynamic surface control approach.
This paper is concerned with the adaptive fault-tolerant control (FTC) problem for a class of multivariable nonlinear systems with external disturbances, modeling errors and time-varying sensor faults. The bias, drift, loss of accuracy and loss of effectiveness faults can be effectively accommodated by this scheme. The dynamic surface control (DSC) technique and adaptive first-order filters are brought together to design an adaptive FTC scheme which can reduce significantly the computational burden and improve further the control performance. The adaptation laws are constructed using novel low-pass filter based modification terms which enable under high learning or modification gains to achieve robust, fast and high-accuracy estimation without incurring undesired high-frequency oscillations. It is proved that all signals in the closed-loop system are uniformly ultimately bounded and the tracking-errors can be made arbitrary close to zero. Simulation results are provided to verify the effectiveness and superiority of the proposed FTC method.